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MONTHLY BOARD MEETINGS

Happy Spring.

Held the first Sunday of each month starting 11am at Carl’s Jr., Newport
Beach. Take the 405 Freeway to the MacArthur exit. Go south 0.8 miles
and turn left on Campus. Go 0.3 miles and turn right into Carl’s Jr. (at
Von Karman). All Officers and Directors are expected to attend to conduct
business. Other interested members may also attend.

MONTHLY BRAINSTORMING PARTIES
Held once a month, typically the last Thursday or Saturday of the month.
These special “parties” are a way for OCW members to get together and
“brainstorm” articles and ideas for our monthly NewsBlast and quarterly
Chain Reaction while enjoying food and beverage. COME JOIN US!

The flowers along the side of the
roads and on the trails have been the
most beautiful I can remember. It’s
been such a joy to be able to ride or
hike and enjoy their beauty.
I always love spring as it seems the
air is crisper, cleaner, and everything
is green and colorful.
It’s truly a great time of the year to be
on your bike!

If you would like to host a Brainstorming Party or supply food or beverage
please contact Monica McCarthy at monica.mccarthy@cox.net.
OCW REIMBURSES UP TO $150!

Speaking of being on your bike, don’t
forget to register for Breathless Agony coming up April 27th. Check out
page 7 and 15 for more information.

REGISTRATION FOR OCW EVENTS

Need a bike? Check out the Classifieds on page 26.

All Registration for OCW events require the registrant to be logged in. Be
sure to always check for discount codes. You will only see the discount code
if you are a current member of OCW. The discount code if applicable will be
located on a separate page in the specific event area. To confirm if you are
current, check the membership data base. If you do not see the link for the
membership data base, your membership has expired by at least a month or
more.
The new website, registration code, and discount codes are only visible to
current members. The website functions are different and I have learned
new ways within this site logic, to apply new and different ways of maintaining privacy for our members from email skimmers and other nefarious
internet hacking. I am continually upgrading the website when there are
better ways to protect your personal information, but have it available for
our members to connect to each other.
Thank you for your continued support and membership to OCW.
Raffaele Spennato, Events
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Whether you are a mountain bike rider, road rider, hiker, or all the above,
get outdoors and have fun. Oh, and
don’t forget to volunteer!
Enjoy the ride!
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President

It seems just like yesterday that I joined OCW
as a new member and now going into 2019 I
have accepted the responsibility of club President. Wow, time flies, and with your help I will
do my best to provide guidance in the coming
year. I want to thank our past president, John
Renowden, for doing such an outstanding job.
His calming manner and direction in the face
of our current challenges have kept the club on
a solid footing. Luckily for us, as a past President, John will remain very active in the club
as a ride leader and consultant whose wisdom I
plan to tap often.
I also want to thank Bruce Campbell for becoming our new Vice President. Bruce will take
over running the general meetings and he is
full of fresh, great ideas. If you are interested
in being the presenter at a future general meeting, reach out to Bruce and he will get you on
the schedule.
What I love most about OCW is the club is made
up of a wonderful, caring, supportive, diverse
group of people who have one thing in common:
their love of being on two wheels. In the five
years I have been a member, the friendships I
have made have truly changed my life for the
better. By riding with the club, I became a much
safer and stronger rider. As a volunteer at OCW
events, work becomes fun when you are around
people who you like.
The past few years have been very challenging
for OCW; the acquisition of Breathless Agony
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and the loss of a train for our Amtrak Century top the list. These two rides provide the
majority of our annual revenue that allows us
to partially fund our annual Christmas Party
and Awards Banquet. Club member registration fees pay only a small portion of the real
per person cost of these events. In addition,
we have our Spring and Fall Metrics, monthly
general meetings, board meetings, and Bicycle
Social Parties. The club has rides six days per
week during the Winter and every day during
the rest of the year. Our donations help the bicycling community promote rider safety and
education. We could not do everything we do
simply based upon our annual membership fee
of $35.
Our greatest club challenge for 2019 is to make
Breathless Agony and Amtrak a financial success. The outcome of these two events will help
shape what activities we will be able to afford
in the future. It is our hope that we can obtain a
train for Amtrak in 2019, but we may be faced
once again with using buses. Without a train,
we would expect a large reduction in the rider
registrations. It is too early to know what will
happen in 2019, but either way, we will have
our beautiful ride to San Diego.
My appeal to you is to become more active in
the things this club has to offer. Ride more often, attend board of director meetings, meet
fellow members at a Bicycle Social Party, introduce friends you know who ride to OCW and
volunteer to work Breathless, Amtrak, and/or
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the Metric Centuries. The best way to meet
other club members is to help out at one of our
events. During 2019, I hope to see many new
volunteers join the current group of core members who we count on to help run our events.
Finally, I would love to hear from you either in
person, email or phone with your suggestions
on how to make the club better in every way. I
am definitely open to new ideas to help improve
the club.
You can reach me at (949) 439-8225, or at joe.
bernhardt@ocwheelmen.org.
Wishing you all a safe 2019,
Joe Bernhardt

Are you an OCW member
Do you have a home and enjoy entertaining
We are looking for members who would
like to host a Bicycle Social Party
We will reimburse you up to $150 for the
event!
It’s a great way to become more involved
and meet more members and have fun
We are looking for a host for March and
any month thereafter
Contact Monica at
monica.mccarthy@outlook.com
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What is a Bicycle Social Party?
By Joe Bernhardt

When I first joined OCW three years ago, I saw each month in the calendar an event titled
“Folding Party.” I thought “what the heck is that,” and figured that it must be something
only for Board Members or some sort of mysterious committee. I thought “this doesn’t apply
to me” so I never bothered to look into attending one of these meetings.
Once I became Vice President of the club, I found out what I had been missing. Turns out the
Folding Party is really a Social Party with no real agenda other than to meet fellow riders
and spouses and to have a good time for a few hours. The monthly party is hosted by a club
member at their home and is totally casual in nature.
I invite all club members to give it a try and attend one of our future Social Parties. On the
bike we do talk and kid around, but conversations are usually limited to the length of a stop
light. At the social party with our diverse group of members, there is never a shortage of topics to discuss. In addition the food and drink is first class.
At our board meeting, we adopted a resolution dropping the name Folding Party and have renamed it to better describe it for what it is, a “Social Party”. I encourage you to take a look
at the calendar and try to find time to attend an upcoming Social Party.
Be sure to RSVP as the hosts need to know how many guests to expect. OCW reimburses up
to $150. Contact Monica McCarthy at: monica.mccarthy@outlook.com.
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Vice
By Bruce Campbell, Vice President
So, after 12 months of sitting in on OCW Monthly
Board Meetings, I have volunteered to do the VP
role and very much looking forward to contributing to the continued success of the club in 2019.

So, next year she no doubt will podium in this
event as well! Great kudos to Dori for a job well
done especially in light of the fact that this was
her very first time at the Huntsman games.

Everyone knows our Spring Metric is planned for
Sat March 23rd and the very challenging Breathless Agony ride on Saturday April 27th. Registration is still open for riders and of course volunteers. Please consider volunteering if you’re not
riding as we are in BIG, Big need of volunteers!

Greg Kibble followed Dori’s presentation and
shared all the insights as a multi-year veteran
of the Huntsman Games. He is a veteran racer
and purposely trains for these and other events.
I have personally learned a lot about bikes,
bike racing and the sport in general from him.

We had a very, very successful March Monthly
meeting with a PACKED house at IRWD Thursday
night March 7th to listen to club members Dori
Lewis and Greg Kibble presenting on their participation in the Huntsman World Senior Games.

Greg dominated his Senior age category and added to his already impressive vault of Gold medals.
Greg also presented on his past participation at
the Pasadena Senior games. Again - giant kudos for
Greg on his accomplishments and to both Dori and
Greg for taking the time out of their busy schedules
I saw a number of OCW and non-OCW members in to support OCW and share their exciting stories.
attendance that night that I had not previously
noticed. This was very encouraging and hopeful- This coming monthly meeting on Thursday April
ly we can build on this success. I need to give “el 4th should be equally exciting as OCW Club member
presidente” Joe Bernhardt a big shout out for sup- Don Carson and 5 of his Bretheren of the Bike club
porting the meeting because I was at a one-week teammates speak on their participation in one of
ride camp in the Santa Monicas. I arranged the the most challenging (single day) bike races in the
speakers but Joe did all the logistics - thanks Joe! world - the Taiwan KOM Challenge which is a single
day, 105K, road bike race from sea level to 10,000’.
Dori Lewis spoke first and totally captivated
the audience’s attention with her sparkling per- Some 600 riders from 30+ countries, set off evsonality and listing of outstanding accomplish- ery year in October enduring a 7% average graments - 3 podium finishes in road bike events dient or so for the majority of the 105k climb
including the Hill Climb, Time Trial and Crite- until the last 10 kilometers, which curve and
rium and a 4th place in the half-marathon. She pitch like a hurricane sea up to 27% in places.
unfortunately made a minor error in the halfmarathon course navigation which resulted Hope to see a packed house again at IRWD for this
in a few extra minutes, otherwise she just might event!
have done much better than a 4th place finish.
Spring 2019				
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2019 Breathless Agony
The first of our club’s two major
events for 2019 will be upon us before we know it. Breathless Agony
is open for registration and the ride
will take place on April 27th. Once
again, riders will have the option
of completing either the 45-mile
two pass option, the 68-mile three
pass option, or the full distance of
107 miles and nearly 12,000 ft in elevation gain. This will be the third
year that OCW has owned and operated Breathless Agony and we continue to be
excited to be able to offer one of the most challenging rides in Southern California.
Beginning in Sylvan Park in Redlands, the full course winds out San Timoteo Canyon to the first rest stop in Beaumont led by Bob Aguilar. The next leg takes riders
up and over Oak Glen to the rest stop at Mill Creek Ranger Station led by the team
of Kevin and Ximena Ansel. Then a long steady climb up Highway 38 leads riders
to the rest stop at Angeles Oaks where they are greeted with bacon frying led by
Liz and Stuart Gaston. Finally, after climbing over Jenks Lake road, Onyx Summit
is reached where riders can rest and enjoy homemade soup from the team of Cathy
and Lee Painter.
In order for the event to be successful, we need club members to turn out as volunteers. The more club members who volunteer, the easier it is on everyone who
helps. From Friday loading, to Sunday clean up, please consider offering up some
of your time on the weekend of April 27th to help the club make this event a major
success. Feel free to contact me if you have questions, comments, or suggestions:
Joe Bernhardt - (949) 439-8225
Spring 2019				
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2019 Awards banquet Pictures
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Rosarito to Ensenada ONE WAY RIDE

By John Renowden

September 29, 2018 another One Way ride to
donate a bike for the people of Baja California.
The Rosarito – Ensenada 50 mile “fun” bike
ride takes place twice every year in May and
September. Counting my bike donation certificates I have successfully completed 8 rides
over the last four years. However, this ride
has been a process of evolution. When I first
joined the group of riders who have been donating bikes for many years we did it the hard
way, riding from Orange County, through the
border, all the way to Puerto Nuevo, a distance
of some 130 miles. That may not sound too
bad but this was on bikes that had been given
to us for donation, so not like the carbon wonders of today. Add to that the 4:00am start,
the challenging ride through Tijuana, the long
hot climb out of town and frequent breakdowns, making it all together a very interesting adventure just to get to the start. Many a
time we have limped (or run in some cases)
to the excellent bike shop in Rosarito to buy
new tires or get the bikes repaired at a fraction of the US cost. Broken spokes and bent
wheels are common problems they fix for us.
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In terms of evolution we discovered that the
road bikes we were riding were not the best for
the recipients in Mexico. The preference was
for far more practical mountain bike styles
with pothole-proof wide tires. But this left us
with the problem of riding these slower heavy
machines down to Mexico. The solution was to
split the ride with an overnight stay in San Diego. So, of late, we have a civilized start time
for a ride to San Diego, an evening in Old Town,
followed by a short ride to the Coronado Ferry
the next day. Then it’s a ride down The Strand,
through the border and Tijuana, to our hotel in
Puerto Nuevo. Other than the traffic and lack
of bike lanes
in Mexico the
scariest part
is crossing the
high-speed
exit
ramps
after the Tijuana climb.
At the hotel
we meet up
with the rest
of the party
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that bring bikes down for the fun ride the following day.
The Rosarito – Ensenada ride itself is a little
crazy; OK, maybe I should say, a lot crazy.
There are thousands of participants of every
ability. The fast teams can pay extra to get to
the front of the mass start. They then treat it
as a team time trial and hammer all the way to
the end. They, of course, are not riding donor
bikes! Then the fun begins with bikes and riders of all shapes and sizes taking up the whole
of the closed roads with little regard for riders behind. I have discovered that a bell is a
useful accessory to try to clear a path ahead.
Many riders are in fancy dress; some with
pseudo passengers like dolls or even chickens.
Because of this, we tend to ride early from our
hotel, which is a little way down the course.
That way we get ahead of the crazy masses.
It’s nice to ride on closed roads, with a stop
for refreshments at the Cantina after the
main climb up El Tigre. There we can watch
the paceline riders swoosh by, but time our
restart before the masses. On this latest ride
we maybe left a little too late, as one of our
group went down. At the water station after
the Cantina a guy in front missed his cup and
stopped suddenly, our rider collided with him
and went down, breaking his collarbone. By
all accounts the medics, ambulance and hospital were all excellent. And the best part is that
the ride entry fee of $42 provides full medical insurance and the only thing not covered
was $28 for a sling. He may have been lucky
though, as one of the other ambulances waiting on the course mysteriously caught fire and
burned to the ground.
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There is still
another smaller climb after
the
Cantina
but then it’s
a long fast descent past the
fishy
smelling processing plants into
Ensenada.
The finish line
is where the
One Way riders donate their bikes and then
make their way to the big party, with a very loud
band and lots of Mexican food stalls. After the
trip back to our hotel there is time to enjoy dinner and a few adult beverages. The following
day it’s an early start to get through the Fast
Pass lane at the border, which opens at 8:00am.
A lot of people have told me they used to do
the Rosarito – Ensenada ride but stopped going when Mexico became too dangerous. I am
happy to say that we have never had a problem
and long may
it last.
Over
the years, this
group
must
have donated
hundreds
of
bike and thanks
go to all the riders and the kind
individuals or
bike shops who
provided
the
bikes we ride.
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The Day We Met Martin
By Kevin and Ximena Ansel
It was a beautiful Sunday after several days
of rain. We were waiting for the roads to dry
up a little before getting on the bikes for a late
morning ride. We headed out of our neighborhood in Irvine and started riding up Alton.
About three miles up the road we noticed a
cyclist heading in the opposite direction. This
was not just any cyclist but one with a set of
front and rear panniers (touring bags), a sleep
bag and a tent strapped on his rear rack. We
said to ourselves “That’s unusual. We typically
don’t see anyone touring through Irvine. Let’s
turn around and see where he’s going.” He
turned out to be Martin from Amsterdam in
the Netherlands and had only been in the United States for three days. He started in San Diego and was heading up to Oregon, then across
the country to New York. He said he was heading to a friend’s place in Beverly Hills. We told
him he still had a long way to go and it was already noon. So, we invited him to stay with
us for the night. He eagerly accepted. After a
short ride back to our house we got Martin set
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up in the spare bedroom.
Martin was 38 years old, married, and worked
as a policeman in Amsterdam. He trained other officers to keep calm and not to over-react
in certain situations. He had taken a leave of
absence to do this tour. He had a one-year visa
to travel within the States. His understanding
wife was not a cyclist and was perfectly fine
with his trip to America. With many bicycle
tours through Europe under his belt he was
not new to bike travel. Many people told him
not to travel to the US because of political unrest. America was not a friendly place right
now. We assured him that this was not the
case. “Don’t confuse the American people with
the politics.” He was starting to believe us. It
was only his third day in America and we were
the third ones to pluck him off the streets. He
was befriended in San Diego and Dana Point as
well. He told himself that he would never turn
down an offer to stay in someone’s home.
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“Well Martin, it’s a beautiful day and we have
time so let’s head to the beach.” We drove to
Laguna Beach and walked on the boardwalk,
strolled along the sand, and looked out over
the ocean and Catalina Island from the bluffs.
It was an iconic beach day and Martin was in
heaven. He had never seen pelicans in person.
It was a highlight for him to touch the Pacific
Ocean for the first time. He told us he would
touch the Atlantic when he gets to the east
coast. With all of us getting hungry we made
our way to one of our favorite Mexican restaurants on Lake Mission Viejo. Martin had never eaten Mexican food. We started him with
the usual chips and salsa. His eyes bulged out
of his head with his first spicy bite. “That’s a
little hot but good.” He had never had a margarita either. Again, the look of surprise and
joy spread across his face. Not knowing what
to order, we had him get chicken enchiladas
with rice and beans. That was also a hit. We
all watched the sun set over the lake. Martin
said that it was like paradise.
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Back at our house, we sat by the outdoor fire pit
and enjoyed a nice glass of California red wine.
We shared stories of bicycle touring, what life
was like in America, and learned about living
in the Netherlands. We talked until late that
night. In the morning, after breakfast, Martin carefully packed his gear. Loaded up and
ready he thanked us for “adopting” him for a
day. He rode off toward his new destination,
Beverly Hills. We received a text from him later in the day letting us know he made it after
riding through some questionable parts of Los
Angeles.
We made a new friend with Martin. He invited
us to stay with him in Amsterdam. So we have
added the Netherlands to our list of places to
go on a bicycle tour. There is a moral to the
story. If you see a bicycle tourist riding by
your house, stop and invite him in. You just
might make a new friend. For information
about bicycling in the Netherlands check out
this website. https://www.tripsite.com/countries/netherlands/
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MountainBike
Dude
By Alan Vester

Mountain Biking
Geared Toward
the 50+ Rider

Spring Riding in the OC

It’s been quite the winter here in Southern
California. Massive amount of rains, which
means good and bad for Orange County dirt
trails. Rain is good, too much rain, not so
good. As of this writing, Mid-March 2019 the
sun is starting to shine again and dry out the
wet trails. I just got back from riding in Santiago Oaks, here in Orange, CA and it is in very
good shape. I always check the OCparks web
site for park conditions before riding.
http://www.ocparks.com/parks/alerts
We have several parks here in Orange County
for Mountain biking and hiking. Some are currently closed due to excessive water run-off
from the torrential rains which caused severe
trail damage. Please respect the closures and
don’t ride or hike in a closed park. OCparks
does a great job of getting the parks up and
running as quickly as they can. They will often have partial trail closures, so at least you
can experience some riding or hiking.
Chino Hills State Park is under the State of
California. It’s a great place to bring beginners for mountain biking. The entrance of
Telegraph Rd, next to the Discovery Center in
Brea is a good place to enter the park and it is
an 8-mile dirt fire road that goes to the east
end near the 71 fwy. It will often be closed after heavy rains or winds.
https://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=648
Blackstar Canyon, which is another one of my
favorite trails, even though it is only 8 miles
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from the bottom to the top. It is not clear who
owns it or manages it. It is an 8-mile dirt fire
road and sometimes after heavy rains, portions of the road will get washed away. The
very lower section, where you enter is under
“OCparks” The rest of Blackstar is in the Cleveland National Forest. The top of Blackstar
Cyn Rd. leads to Main Divide road, a dirt road
that goes from Coal Canyon and the 91 fwy in
Yorba Linda all the way to Lake Elsinore. It
is a wide fire road that is very hilly and challenging to ride. I have ridden most, but not
all of Main Divide and I’m telling you, this is
a workout. It is not a beginner friendly road.
https://letsgooutside.org/explore/black-starcanyon-wilderness-park/
Santiago Oaks is the park where you will find
Michelle and me riding most weekends. Excellent park for mountain biking and hiking,
with or without a dog. Trail running also. The
only caveat to Santiago Oaks is there are not
many flat trails, except near the entrance off
2145 Windes Dr in the City of Orange. Most
of the park is either uphill or downhill. Good
choice for intermediate and advanced mountain bike riders, not so good for beginners.
http://www.ocparks.com/parks/santiago/
I’ll end here because there are so many places
to ride here in the OC, I could make this article
27 pages long and you don’t want that. I want
to end up with posting the rules of the trails.
Most of you reading this article already know
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them, but I think they are worth reviewing. I
do my best to follow them every time I mountain bike ride whether I’m in the OC or anywhere else in the world.
The trail rules are courtesy of the International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA).
https://www.imba.com/
Rules of the Trail
1.
Ride open trails.
2.
Leave No Trace.
3.
Control your bicycle.
4.
Yield appropriately.
5.
Never scare animals.
6.
Plan ahead.

2019

Get out there and ride because this is the best
time of the year to experience mountain biking here in Southern California.
See ya on the trails.
Alan Vester (Mountain Bike Dude)
alanvester7@gmail.com

April 27, 2019

Get Out and RiDE
Spring 2019			
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Notes on a Trip to Croatia

By Peter Gerrard

We’ve all been on cycling adventures that
played out like we’d packed and carted our
home, equipment and culture with us, effectively overrunning entire hotels like an invading horde.

rifying and enjoyable. Chapeau to all of you!

It’s often the default choice. And I say this with a
nod of appreciation to the individuals and agencies that work hard to make the act of traveling visit a new and strange place…less than ter-

Isn’t travel supposed to challenge your norms—
and open your eyes to the people and the country, in a way that decamping with an entourage
doesn’t?
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We’ve done this, on this continent and abroad.
And had the nagging feeling that something
was missing.
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Croatia is going to be a different cycling vacation.
So, “Adios, California,” and our unsure and kidnapped cultural appropriations.
My wife/travel partner/best friend Kim and
I will stay on a Sail-Croatia ship for the “organized” part of the excursion, bookended by
nights in repurposed homes whose owners have
embraced the reach the internet provides—
with all the promise that artful photo doctoring
helps sell. No hotels: all the travel gurus warn
of their tendency to be unjustifiably pricey, and
we’ve tossed the dice and booked private lodging.
29 August 2018
Arrived in Split, Croatia’s “Second Biggest
City,” last night, summarily dumped as close as
the airport cab could get to our lodging in the
“Old Town.”
“That way,” the driver pointed, “turn right after
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the café.” We headed off, luggage clattering on
cobblestones, no bikes in tow, on a sailing-andcycling adventure where riding is not the main
course or point.
And we were immediately lost, then found by
a guy walking a dog who had no more English
than we had Croatian but who understood the
universal GPS language of the cell phone map.
30 August 2018
It seems everything in Split—actually, the Old
Town, as our limited taste of the main town suggests colorless and soul-crushing Eastern Bloc
efficiency— has sprung from stone. Old stone,
twisted, dappled, glistening in the morning dew
and evening chill. Streets, buildings, walkways,
alcoves that have seen peasants, emperors, dynasties and dictators rise and fall. Stones outlast everything.
Split is made for walking, with most vehicles
sporting more than two wheels relegated to the
periphery, including buses and taxis. Driving in
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the Old Town is untenable: businesses are resupplied via fast-moving mini-trucks, rancorous motorbikes that have grown pick-up beds
with metal stake walls just tall enough for a keg
of beer, several flats of tomatoes and eggs, and
that provide bracing for the three guys riding
with the cargo.
Inevitably they are smoking. As is the driver. In
Split even the smell of all the history and old infrastructure is overcome by the stale effluence
of cigarettes. It’s like the city embraced hardboiled American cinema and is stuck with the
social posturing. I wish I had packed my asthma inhaler.
(I’ve lugged along “The Annotated Big Sleep,”
a book that’s steeped in a classic ‘30s LA Noir
atmosphere, as seen through the steely eyes of
Philp Marlowe, Raymond Chandler’s wise and
wisecracking private detective. And yes, it’s
coloring my powers of observation.)
Every table at every cafe, gelato bar, bakery
and restaurant, has an ash tray. Hard-working, sturdy, resilient ceramic or glass ovals on
oceanfront bars and cafes, scarred and burned
metal discs off the main streets. The life of an
ash tray is very democratic, in the utilitarian
sense that they get used by everyone, race, religion and class notwithstanding.
Lost a day wandering the Old Town, and the
Riva, a long waterfront mall running from one
end of the Old Town to the other. It’s crowded
but unhurried. Strangely, walks are accompanied by the rotten-egg redolence of sulfur. Locals seem to be unaware of it. There is mention
of old spas being part of the city’s DNA.
Tourist boats and water taxis hug the coping
at the seaward edge of the concrete and stone
walkway, bordered by a grassy parkway, which
is split by a meandering path dotted with white
benches. Souvenir carts and juice stands abut
this as you move away from the water, then
there’s a series of outdoor cafés that blend into
each other. The grey stone façade of the town’s
centerpiece, Diocletian’s Palace, takes the flat
horizontal motif abruptly vertical.
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31 August 2018
Croatia is a place steeped in its history—and
strangely indifferent to it at the same time. Or
just guarded. This becomes apparent on a drive
with a tour group to Plitvice National Park.
Our guide Elena’s travelogue at first implies a
disinterest in a history that spans millennia.
As the bus rolls along we realize it’s more selfdeprecation. At one point between Split and the
park more than a little pride worked its way
in to her narration. I think she just needed to
warm us up.
Plitvice is a sea of people on a mission to “see”
Plitvice. And there’s plenty to take in. Sixteen
lakes and endless waterfalls, all with a clarity
you can’t imagine, with a hue hovering between
teal and sapphire, depending on the flora.
We hike, ride boats, take shuttle buses. Descend
into a cave straight out of Moria, without Middle Earth’s orcs, dwarfs, hobbits and wizards.
There’s a good-luck rub of the well-burnished
bronze nose on a plaque honoring one of the
park’s champions (we will find that rubbing
body parts on statues and such is a national
pastime).
We are discovering that our heartfelt joie de
vivre at being surrounded by newness is being
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sabotaged by the actual physicality of people en
masse experiencing Plitvice, some in awe and
some merely checking off a bucket-list item. At
times it’s like being stuck in a bad line at Disneyland, with better vistas.
Then we’re back in Split and run into a few people we know on the Riva who are sailing and cycling with us. Our Sail-Croatia ship is the “Milena.” She (why are boats feminized?) is fourth in
a line of similar ships all nuzzled side-by-side,
bows and sterns aligned. You get to yours by
walking through any between you and the dock.
The crew is scuttling about in preparation for
our boarding the next day, but Dino the bartender/waiter invites us into the dining room
for a round or two of Schnapps. This is a good
omen for most of us.

the aft of the second deck, with an outdoor area
at the stern. There is WIFI, but it’s limited to
this area when we’re docked.
The Milena’s crew of seven is complemented
by our guides, Andrej and Miranda. They get to
deal with our group of thirty mostly strangers
from a slew of variably English-speaking countries.
You try having a conversation with someone
from Scotland. There was a lot of head nodding.
At one point I may have bought a small country
cottage by mistake. I’m still not sure.
We sail from Spilt to Milna, on the Isle of Brač.
Bicycles and riders are assigned and fitted to
one another.
The bikes are unbranded Felt hybrids for those
of us who are providing power, triple cranks
and 38c go-anywhere rubber. And there are
pedal-assist bikes with 24” tires for everyone
who upgraded to e-Bikes. They look small, especially when a rider who’s almost six-six sets
his seatpost to a reasonable height. But, as we
find out, they work. Especially well on hills.

September 1-7 2018
Everything gets going the next morning. The
Milena has cabins on several decks, accommodating singles, couples and more if you’re adventurous. Our cabin is on the upper deck, a
double bed and its own bath and shower, starboard side.
The ship has masts, but no apparent rigging for
sailing. The masts serve mostly as supports for
lines that will serve us as clotheslines, very welcome when it comes to keeping bike shorts and
jerseys clean. There’s a dining room and bar to
Spring 2019				

There’s a shakedown ride to Bobovišca, which
introduces us to the general theme of the rides—
there will be climbing.
It’s the first day and the week already seems
to be going full-sail. There’s a second day spent
traversing Brač. On Day 2 we get into the pro-
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gram: breakfast aboard the boat, followed by
riding. If we finish early, we explore the town
and have dinner on the boat. Or a late lunch on
the boat while we sail to the next destination.
The week progresses, our bar tab inches up.
On to Hvar, Korčula and Mljet. Lots of cycling,
not a ton of distance but once you leave the port
it’s mostly up, up, up. You whistle your way
through sustained 8- to-10 kilometer climbs.
Often averaging 8-9%, and occasionally topping
out at 12. There were the random flat sections
on (mostly) well-packed dirt and gravel—and if
you heard that the faster you go on gravel the
better the ride, it’s true.
Got drenched in Korčula, when clouds as black
as night rolled in just as we started up a long
hill—soaked all the way through, helmet to
sloshy shoes. But there was wine tasting as the
sun reappeared.
Later the same day, just before the descent into
Korčula proper, the leading riders get delayed
by a truck, and stop. I have a full head of steam
as the obstacle clears and whiz past them. I am
on my breakaway. We all have this moment, at
least once on a trip.

I get passed by a white Mustang just as the road
narrows and drops towards the sea. It can’t go
much faster than me, and I tail it, almost running into the chrome horse on the trunk lid
on a blind 180-degree curve. It’s an exhilarating wild ride for 5 kilometers, through crazy
s-turns and pavement varying from good to
packed dirt, with the brilliant blue Adriatic as
a backdrop. The driver guns the car when the
road straightens and disappears. I have to wait
about five minutes for the rest of the group to
catch up. I’m smiling like the Cheshire cat.
Almost every day we take part in the dance
of the cruise ships. A few years ago (per our
guides) there were fewer than ten: now there’s
dozens. Investing in the construction of another ship is a popular tax shelter for this industry
(“We expect a bubble,” one of the guides sighs
over cocktails).
When we arrive at an island there are a score or
more of ships that need to berth. The “quaint”
infrastructure really can’t support this without
building at an alarming rate that would be at
odds with the quaintness.
The ship captains negotiate with the local harbormaster for positioning. Often,
we dock, drop off the bikes via
a daisy chain from deck to deck
and scurry off because “the Catamaran” is coming. The Catamaran is not some oligarch’s yacht,
but a car and general ferry and
its schedule is inviolable.
When it’s gone the ships do their
dance. One nuzzles in, the next
carefully sidles up to it, with others lined up like dogs sniffing
out their neighbors, all to a choreographed tossing of lines and
hawsers. These are not small
craft, but it’s managed with precision and grace. Not unlike the
hippos dancing in Fantasia.
This is repeated many times
(two rows of nine ships is not un-
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common). Electrical lines are snaked back to
shore, bikes passed from boat to boat. The various crews work together seamlessly, showing
an impressive amount of cooperation when
there’s a common purpose.
After the islands we visit the coastline for the
last two days of the trip. Orebi, Makarska, and a
last ride in Omiš. There, we follow a route on the
edge of a river, popular for rafting and kayaking
now. The river winds through a narrow canyon,
steep rock walls on all sides. Almost invisible
tendrils span gaps between outcroppings and
cross over the river at points, and you don’t see
them until you look up, your attention drawn
by a high-pitched whine, and you see the zip liners. In places there are climbers, some clinging
to finger cracks and testing protection, others
below, chatting amid swirls of chalk dust.
The guides tell us how the locals used the river’s
choke points to trap and ambush pirates using
boats to explore new places to loot and pillage.
There’s an annual festival commemorating this
history, and recently, in the spirit of good fun,
they’ve managed to officially invite Johnny
Depp to take part. So far, Captain Jack Sparrow
hasn’t responded.
Suddenly we’re back at the boat, our bikes loaded onto trailers for a maintenance check as new
ones are hoisted on deck for the next group. We
push off for Split for a last evening on the Milena.
8 September 2018
The next morning, we debark by 9—and scatter,
as if the sea breeze is gently but firmly ushering
us to our next destinations.
Some of us take the ferry across the bay to Trogir, a mini-island connected to land at a few
points. Imagine Balboa squeezed into a quartsized zip-lock baggie.
The streets wind, dip, zig and zag with the imperative of a neural network on a mission to
establish connections, building bypasses and
detours between points A and B. It’s a distinct
Spring 2019				

contrast to the narrow lanes in Split (which in
a stretch now seem somewhat like relaxed-fit
jeans), in Trogir’s core you have to turn sideways to pass oncoming walkers.
In the main square we listen to one of Croatia’s
famous a capella singing groups, and almost
buy a CD but don’t. Across from where they perform is a church, and we wander in as a mass
is winding down. Apparently, we have crossed
the line of behavior acceptable to a Croatian
Catholic, or there is a strict schedule that must
be observed. We are shooed out after lighting a
few candles
Across the square is a small domed structure,
an old church with a name I didn’t record. Something about it drew me in. The whitewashed
walls were covered with black and white photographs, under glass, in thin black frames,
of men, women, fathers, mothers, sons, and
daughters who’d perished fighting in the Civil
War that broke out when Yugoslavia dissolved.
They were arranged in groups, by cities and
villages. Plaques spelled out their locales and
names, and their names were also inscribed under the frame of each picture. It was chilling,
striking and horrific. More than any other memorial I’ve visited…I don’t know exactly why.
That evening we had dinner along the Riva with
one of the British couples. As the sun set a wedding procession ambled past. Fresh beginnings
among all the vestiges of history.
We had a great trip, a different one than normal, both by accident and design. We saw new
places, met new friends. It wasn’t the toughest riding we’ve done on a vacation. The bikes
were more utilitarian than high-performance.
We brought along SPD-ready bike sandals and
robust recreational pedals to match. Used the
supplied helmets. This was all in a conscious effort to make it less about The Bike than about
riding one as a means to seeing a new experience. I adjusted the seat and didn’t check the
tires all week.
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Crafting a Cycling Adventure
By Pete Van Nuys

Photos By Walt Baldwin

Ever had a ride so great that even in its midst
you could hardly wait to drag some friends back
to ride it with you again?
Counting back to Mojave by Moonlight in 1975
we’ve been promoting Wandervogel tours and
events for 45 years, and we’ve always believed
a great ride should unfold like a story, revealing itself mile by mile, landmark by landmark.
When it’s over you don’t just stash your bike
and come home. You go “Wow. I started there,
and I rode HERE. And that was amazing.”

If you’ve never heard of the Lot and Dordogne,
great-- because we want to explore where Rick
Steves never treads. So we gathered our group
in the town of Figeac where, fittingly, Knights
Templar hosted pilgrims en route to their adventures 800 years ago.
And rather than ride straight to the River Lot,
we ventured up to the village of Faycelles for
the commanding view of the river valley below.

That’s how my wife Lynn and I feel when we’re
routing our European rides. And it results in
adventures like our French Lot and Dordogne
Vally tour we did last September.

A winding descent, twists, turns, snacks, and
beer along the Lot revealed the day’s highlight:
a 400’ climb to the vilage of St. Cirq Lapopie.
Preserved, it’s a momument to vibrant river
trade of the Middle Ages. Our hotel that night
sat amid the quiet of French vineyards.
Next morning brings a 600’ climb to the preSpring 2019				
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The Dordogne River is more intimate than the Lot, with more
meanders, farms and villages
pressed against its banks.
We then choose the tiniest
backroad through steep forest
to approach the biggest city on
our tour, Sarlat le Caneda. Gatronomic center of southern
France, Sarlat’s weekly market fills its central square and
spills into side streets. And dinner that night took 3 delicious
hours.
historic caves of Pech Merle, one of the few paleolithic sites still open to visitors (Lascaux
cave is a replica). Painting of prehistoric animals and human handprints date back 25,000
years!

The Dordogne River is more intimate than the
Lot, with more meanders, farms and villages
pressed against its banks.

Returning to the present, we descend to the Lot
river again, lunching on local fare before rolling into Cahors to catch our train for Gourdon.
Time-pressed travelers use convenient European trains to skip the “empty miles” between
featured cycling regions; our train took us from
the region of Occitane to Nuvelle Acquitane.

If a cycle tour is a song, a layover day is the
pause between notes. A break in the rhythm to
stroll a town or enjoy the comfort of your hotel.
If you’re booking hotels we suggest 3-star and
4-star, most with spas, for dependable comfort.
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But a few of us exchanged relaxing for a ride
to adventure at Castelnaud-la-Chapelle, with its
strategic view of the river below.
Our next group ride past goat, goose, and duck
farms brought us to a high plateau overlooking
Rocamadour.

Packing so much into 8 days requires research
based on a central theme. For us it’s both geography and history, plus a devotion to good food
and wine.
A First-Century pilgramage site, this village
clings to the side of a rocky canyon, its ancient
streets switchbacking through churches to the
abby above. That night we had those haunting
streets all to ourselves.
Our final route returned us to the river and
through the Beauty and the Beast-ish village of
Carennac. “Bonjour!” we sang.
That evening’s dinner overlooked the Dordogne
itself, a fitting farewell to 8 days of memories
made on two wheels.

If you’re planning adventures by bike we suggest you focus not on the bike, because the cycling will inevitably happen; instead focus on
the what makes the locale unique, and how
that can be woven into memories you and your
friends will cherish forever.
Space for two couples is still available on our
Swiss, Austria, and Italy tour, Septemeber 5-13,
$1,849, and our Austrian Alps and Giulian
Vines tour, September 14-24, $1,999. Full details at: http://urbanbicycleoutfitters.com/europe-2019

We drank to new friends and more adventures
to come.
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Hiking Corner
By Michelle Vester

Super Bloom!
Forget the 15 Freeway in Corona and all the
crowds traipsing through the beautiful poppies flowering along the hillsides, after parking their cars, mostly illegally, on nearby
roadways and freeways.
Alan and I found Poppy Nirvana on our mountain bikes while riding in Weir Canyon, with
very few people around. And in Blackstar
Canyon, while riding in the higher elevation
far from all the crowds on the lower flat section. Beautiful poppies, untouched by human
feet, just inches from the trail.
It’s unfortunate that these delicate flowers
only bloom for a short period of time. One
of the true treasures of California that I love
each spring.
Soon though the weather will get warm and
the poppies will be replaced by other types of
California coastal vegetation.
But that’s what is so neat about poppies, we
must wait in anticipation for the next bloom!
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Bikes
For
Sale
Trek 6500 Hardtail Mtn Bike for sale.
Many upgrades including LX shifters,
LX front der, XT rear der, Avid SD7
brakes, and Rock Shox Duke air shock
fork.
Almost new chain and rear wheel. Tires
are in very good shape. Many extras.
Size large 21” frame, measured the old
way. Bike is in excellent shape. Asking
$350
Email denis.kuemerle@gmail.com.

Women’s 2016 Specialized Ruby Comp
Road Bike. Carbon Frame and Fork w/
ZERTZ vibration absorbing technology
Size 51CM (Women’s small) very clean,
only ridden a few times.
Shimano Ultegra brakes and derailleurs.
2 x 11 Drive Train Gearing. Fulcrum
Alloy Wheels. Specialized Espoir Elite
700 x 2.5 Tires, Originally cost $2,500,
asking $1000.00.
Bike looks like the day we picked it up
from the bike shop.
Contact Alan Vester
714-231-3164
alanvester7@gmail.com
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Giant Defy Advanced 3 Unisex Road
Bike : $500 to OCW member or friend
of member.
Giant’s sizing SMALL fits male or female riders 5’4” to 5’7”
- Full carbon Defy 3 advanced frame
system
- 10-speed Shimano 105 5700 shifting
- FSA Gossamer MegaExo crankset
- Selle Royal Seta M saddle
- Compact gear set 11-28 cassette,
50/34 crank
- Mavic Aksium One wheelset upgrade
- Color: Composite/White/Red
2011 model bought brand new in 2012
rode and trained for first century but
quit riding thereafter. Bike is in excellent condition, and is a great bike for a entry-level road
bike rider! Very forgiving and easy to handle, yet advanced enough that you won’t outgrow it
within a year.
PLEASE CONTACT OCW member Brad Hontz: brad.hontz@pinpointview.com, text:
714.394.6719
Men’s Trek 970 non-suspension Mt. Bike. Twø sets
of wheels (slick + knobby). Rear rack with excellent storage bag. Being a roadie, I used the bike for
ocassional off road, nontechnical riding. $175.00.
(714) 328-1002 or wdscbike@gmail.com
Women’s Trek 850 non-suspension Mt. Bike. Used
only a few times. Includes rear rack. $125.00.
(714) 328-1002 or wdscbike@gmail.com
Bickerton Aluminum Folding Bicycle. Used to carry
in my plane (which I no longer own). $120.00.
(714) 328-1002 or wdscbike@gmail.com
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The Hungry
Cyclist
Lemon Bars

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees.

For the Crust:
1/2 pound unsalted butter at room temperature
1/2 cup granulated sugar
2 cups all-purpose flour
1/8 teaspoon kosher salt
Easy: Just get ready-made dough at
your local grocery store!
For the Filling:
6 extra-large eggs at room temperature
3 cups granulated sugar
2 tablespoons grated lemon zest (4 to 6
lemons)
1 cup freshly squeezed lemon juice (Myers Lemons are the best)
1 cup all-purpose flour
Confectioners’ sugar, for dusting

For the crust, cream the butter and
sugar until light in the bowl of an electric mixer fitted with the paddle attachment. Combine the flour and salt and,
with the mixer on low, add to the butter
until just mixed. Dump the dough onto
a well-floured board and gather into
a ball. Flatten the dough with floured
hands and press it into a 9 x 13 x
2-inch baking sheet, building up a 1/2inch edge on all sides. Chill.
Bake the crust for 15 to 20 minutes,
until very lightly browned. Let cool on a
wire rack. Leave the oven on.
For the filling, whisk together the eggs,
sugar, lemon zest, lemon juice, and
flour. Pour over the crust and bake for
30 to 35 minutes, until the filling is set.
Let cool to room temperature.
Cut into triangles and dust with confectioners’ sugar.
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Save Those
Old Tires
Next time you change out an old tire due to
wear, if it is still safe to ride for one more
ride, hang on to it and bring it to an upcoming OCW General Meeting. We are collecting
useable tires from our members to be used
by our SAG drivers at our major events, Amtrak and Breathless Agony. Rather than purchasing a new tire to help out a stranded
rider with a cut tire, we would prefer to
save money and use one of these donated
tires to help get them to the finish line. They
can then replace the worn tire with a fresh
one at their own expense rather the Club’s.
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COME RiDE WiTH US!

SATURDAY RiDE LiKE A PRO
Please check out the opportunity to ride the Saturday short ride with one of our
friendly League Certified Instructors (LCIs).
We are fortunate that we have a dedicated group of LCIs that volunteer to head this
ride every Saturday.
This ride is for those who would like to have a bit of personalized training, like learning to be a bit more comfortable riding on the road. Our LCIs cover many topics, and
you can ask all the questions you want.
The Saturday Ride Like a Pro is a slow “no drop” ride to sharpen your skills. So
come on out, learn to ride safer and have some fun!
For more information go to: www.ocwheelmen.org/page/show/419732-ride-like-a-prorides
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Please Support the Sustaining Members
of the Orange County Wheelmen

Many sustaining members offer discounts to OCW members.
Tell them you are from OCW and continue to support those who support us!

TURNING 65 THIS YEAR?

MVP Massage Therapy

Don’t know if you should get Medicare
Supplement/Medigap or Medicare Advantage?
Call or Email Steve Davis 714.241.0366
Info@BearStreet-is.com www.BearStreet-is.com
FREE QUOTES for Individual, Family & Small Groups
Health Insurance, Dental & Travel Insurance
(Ca.Lic.0G11433)

Emergent Success
23046 Avenida de La Carlota
Suite 600
Laguna Hills 92653
949.885.6467

Rock N' Road Cyclery
6282 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine 92620
949.733.2453

Yorba Linda Physical Therapy
16615 Yorba Linda Blvd.
Yorba Linda 92886
714.577.0745

LegalShield
Thomas “Cliff” McClain
Independent Associate
Small Business and
Group Benefits Specialist
949.735.7605
tcmcclain@legalshield.com

The Bicycle Tree
811 N. Main Street
Santa Ana 92711
714.760.4681

Trails End Cycling

Pace Sportswear

17145 Von Karman Ave.
Suite 108
Irvine 92614
949.863.1982

12781 Monarch Street
Garden Grove 92841
714.891.8716

AdventureCORPS, Inc.

Irvine Bicycles

638 Lindero Canyon Road
Suite 311
Oak Park 91377
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15375 Barranca Parkway
Suite J-104
Irvine 92618
949.439.0673

6604 Irvine Center Drive
Irvine 92618
949.453.9999
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